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Object permissions for menus: not functional

Status
- Closed

Subject
Object permissions for menus: not functional

Version
- 6.x
- 7.x

Category
- Error

Feature
- Menu
- Permission
- Workspace

Resolution status
- Rejected

Submitted by
- Marc Laporte

Lastmod by
- Marc Laporte

Rating
- ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ (0)

Description
To reproduce:

1- tiki-admin_menus.php

2- click the permission key

ex.:
tiki-objectpermissions.php?objectName=Go
Green&objectType=menus&permType=menus&objectId=56

Permissions
No rows found

Warning
You must select at least one feature.

Solution
Never worked according to code. Was removed as it's a very unlikely use case. Anybody is welcome to add properly.

Importance
- 3

Priority
Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org
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